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SINAN – WATER, AIR AND LIGHT  

ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING – TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN 

Architect:  mid 16th century: from French architecte, from Italian architetto, via Latin from Greek 

arkhitektōn, from arkhi- ‘chief’ + tektōn ‘builder’, ‘carpenter’ 

Engineer:  mid-14c., enginour, ‘constructor of military engines,’ from Old French engigneor ‘engineer, 

architect, maker of war-engines; schemer’(12c.), from Late Latin ingeniare ‘contrive, devise’, from Latin 

ingenium ‘talent, device’, from in- ‘in’ + gignere ‘beget’; from Latin ingenium ‘inborn qualities, talent’ 

                                                                                  _ _ _ _ _  

INTRODUCTION 

Koca Mi'mâr Sinân Âğâ (Ottoman Turkish: ���� ر���	ن ��� ��) (April 15, 1489 - April 09, 1588), 

known simply as Sinan, was the chief architect and civil engineer for Sultans Süleyman I (The Magnificent), 

Selim II and Murad III. He was the greatest of the Ottoman architect-engineers. His many structures include 

some of the most famous landmarks of the Turkish Empire and his impact on the Ottoman Empire, and on 

later Islamic art and architecture into the present day, has been greater than the impact of any single 

architect of the Renaissance or later on the Western world.   

 

This short essay will attempt to reveal his genius and the reasons for his influence using the themes of 

water, air and light. 

 

We know that as from his early Christian childhood in Ağırnas, in Anatolia, Sinan will have had a technical 

upbringing. His father was a stonemason and carpenter, and from him Sinan will have absorbed the 

knowledge of materials, arithmetic and geometry, and the ability to visualise a completed structure and 

how its component elements fit together. 

 

After having been conscripted (1512) during the periodic practice of Devşirme (aka the ‘blood tax’) Sinan 

received more formal technical training in the cadets, prior to being admitted into the Janissary Corps in 

1518 at the age of 29 - probably as an engineer - in the infrastructure brigade of the army just as the 

Ottoman Empire was reaching the apogee of its power and wealth.  

It was during military campaigns in Southeast Europe, Western Asia, the Caucasus and North Africa that 

Sinan refined his engineering and architectural skills. He was soon promoted to Captain of the Royal Guard, 

and then given command of the Infantry Cadet Corps. While stationed in Austria he commanded the 62nd 

Orta of the Rifle Corps.  During this time, while using his knowledge of architecture to learn the weak points 

of enemy fortifications, he was also able to study European architecture and construction techniques. 

He repeatedly proved himself an architect and engineer of unusual ingenuity and audacity and became 

ever more valuable to his senior officers. By 1535 he had become a commanding officer of the Royal Guard 

and during the campaign in the East he directed military infrastructure projects, such as roads and bridges. 

Significant among these are the bridge over the River Pruth in Moldavia, built in only a few days. During the 

Persian Campaign in 1535, he built three fully equipped and armed galleys for the army and artillery to 

cross Lake Van in the east of Anatolia. In recognition of the last feat he was promoted to the rank of 

"Haseki" in the sultan's bodyguards – the equivalent of a Janissary commander - with the military honorific 

of ağa, or chief/ master.  
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In 1537 he went on expedition to the Greek island of Corfu, the Italian region of Apulia, and finally to 

Moldovia, giving him added exposure to the European architecture of the period. He also converted 

churches into  mosques. After the Ottoman army captured Cairo, Sinan was promoted to chief architect of 

the city.  

Given the character of the man, his education, and curiosity it is probably safe to postulate that Sinan 

would have spent much of his spare time during campaigns taking note of the mosques and  other 

architectural and engineering works in the countries where he was based, as well as of the remnants of the 

Byzantine and Roman civilizations. In his autobiography he writes, “For a time I traversed to the Arab and 

Persian lands in the service of the Sultan [Selim I] and acquired a sought-after bit [of wisdom] from the 

crenelation of every iwan and a provision [of knowledge] from every ruined dervish lodge.” 

While in the military Sinan clearly began to understand the hierarchy of command and the give-and-take of 

orders. As a military engineer, he developed his decision-making abilities in an environment where 

efficiency and speed were essential and there was no room for indecisiveness or failure. Thus he learned to 

master men as he had learned to master materials. 

By 1539 Sinan had become too valuable to remain in the military. Çelebi Lütfi Paşa, under whom Sinan had 

previously served and who had became Grand Vizier, appointed him as chief architect of the Ottoman 

capital of Istanbul.  Sinan’s technical and practical knowledge in many fields of expertise had become both 

profound and extensive, allowing him to produce the synthesis of function, aesthetics and art that was to 

make his structure so admired and his urban planning so effective.  

 

He became responsible for the supervision and construction of the infrastructure and the flow of supplies 

within the entire Ottoman Empire, and for the design and construction of its public works - roads, 

waterworks, bridges and drainage system. In essence, Sinan had been tasked with creating the nervous and 

circulatory network for one of the world’s superpowers and, more specifically, the urban structure of 

Istanbul as the expanding Ottoman Empire was mirrored in the expanding capital city, its growing 

population, and wealth.  

Sinan is described as coming to architecture from a pragmatic and engineering background rather than a 

theoretical one. It is a background in which he took enormous pride. We distinguish between engineering 

and architecture. This was not always the case. Sinan, along with Vitruvius, Brunelleschi,  and his 

contemporaries Michelangelo (1475-1564) and Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519 took it for granted that these 

disciplines complemented each other, forming part of a spectrum of knowledge that informed the creation 

of all built structures – two halves of the same coin. 

Notable in the history and work of all these men is a fascination with variation, a relentless search to 

improve and invention, which can only be successfully indulged in if based on a profound understanding of 

mathematics and the physical properties of materials.  

Between 1502 and 1503 – while Sinan was still a young man - Sultan Bayezid II invited Leonardo De Vinci 

and Michelangelo to submit designs for a bridge to stretch across the Golden Horn at Istanbul -- evidence 

that the Ottoman rulers were familiar with their work.  The competitive element between Sinan and the 

renowned Italian Renaissance architect-engineers is captured in Sinan’s autobiographies: 
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The Commencement of the Construction of the Noble Friday Mosque of Sultan Selim Khan  

 

 “...This humble servant prepared such a [wonderful] drawing (resm) for a sublime Friday 

mosque in Edirne, that it is worth of the admiration of humankind. Its four minarets are 

situated on the four sides of the dome. All of them have three balconies and three 

staircases, and the staircases of two of them are separate from one another. [The minaret] 

of the previously built [Mosque] is like a tower. It is very thick. However, people of 

discernment know that it was very difficult to build [the Selimiye] minarets both slender and 

with three [separate] staircases. And [one] reason the people of the world said [such a 

construction] was beyond human capability was that no dome as large as that of Hagia 

Sophia had been built in the lands of Islam. [Thus] those who passed for architects among 

the sinning unbelievers used to say, “We have scored a victory over the Muslims.” Their 

statements, in accord with their perversely false views, to the effect that “The construction 

of such a dome is very difficult. Were it possible to build one like it, they [the Muslims] 

would have done it, pained and endured in the heart of this humble servant, I exerted 

myself in the construction of the above-mentioned Friday mosque, and, with the help of 

God, the Lord, the Judge, showed my capabilities during the reign of the Sultan Selim Khan 

and made this exalted dome to exceed that one by six cubits1 in height and by four cubits in 

circumference. “ 
[1 cubit: there are various references to the length of a cubit in history, and also during the Ottoman period.  Traditionally, one cubit is a measure 

from the tip of the middle finger to the point of the elbow and seems to vary between 46 and 52cm. A reasonable assumption would be c.50cm. It is 

worth noting however that in early 16th century Ottoman period a builder’s cubit was possibly 72.1cm.]  

There is a good deal of speculation as to whether Sinan was exaggerating his achievement with the 

dome at Selimiye regarding its size, i.e. its diameter and thus its circumference, and its height. 

Reference to the dome’s actual height above its support diameter base level is absent in all the 

references consulted. Distance from the floor to the dome’s internal zenith is often quoted for both 

domes, but this is irrelevant here. The height of a hemispherical dome is its radius. Sinan is clear 

how much bigger the Selimiye dome is compared to that of Hagia Sofia.  It has proved difficult to 

find survey data on the key dimensions. However, given his engineering and mathematics 

knowledge it would be odd indeed if he did not know what he was stating.  

 

The diameter of the dome most frequently quoted for Hagia Sophia is circa 31.25m (others lie 

between 30.86m and 32m). This is probably in part because the dome has changed shape and is 

now slightly elliptical. The Selimiye dome’s quoted diameter varies from 31.2m to 31.5m – but the 

most common is 31.25m – similar to that of Hagia Sophia. 

 

So let us assume both domes have a circumference of c.98.17m [31.25 x π]. But Sinan states that his 

is 4 cubits longer. That would make it c.100.17m. This would give a diameter at the dome’s equator 

of 100.17 / π = 31.885m. How can Sinan’s dome be 3m higher (taller) than that of the Hagia Sofia 

dome if their diameters are the same? The height of a hemispherical dome is its radius and that is 

15.625m. But according to Sinan’s figures his dome should be 18.625m high.  

 

If one accepts the premise that they are indeed both parts of a sphere, and Sinan’s statement is 

correct, then the quoted diameter of the Selimiye dome must be based on a measurement taken 

3m below the equator of the sphere - 15.625m +3m and not at its true equator. Does this dome 

extend below the sphere’s equator? If so, without measuring it, this would be virtually invisible to 

the eye when looked at from floor level, because the horizontal difference between the dome’s 
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diameter at the equator and the diameter of the slice through the sphere 3m below 

640mm - equivalent to a ring 320mm wide.

would indeed be taller than that of the dome of 

circumference will be longer at its equator

Sinan. We can check this by calculating the diameter of the sphere using the 3m dimension beyond 

the sphere’s equator simply by taking the square root of the sum of the square of both the 3m and 

15.625m sides of the triangle. This results in a radius of 15.91

99.97m, so close to 100.17m as to be insignificant. QED

 

IR sketches explaining how the Selimiye

 

I have seen 19th century drawings of Selimiye 

and Hagia Sophia closely, and the latter 

Selimiye dome is larger in diameter 

being 2m longer) and 3m higher, then 

3m below the sphere’s equator, closely

There are two reasons to support this logic:

 

First, designing and building a large dome that is 

easier than trying to build an oval dome 

mosque domes normally took on the shape of a hemisphere, the Mughals in India popularized 

onion-shaped domes in South Asia). 

but I doubt it. Such a form would give the he

would still be at al loss as to how he predicted a 2m increase in circumference, unless this dome 

form was based on the larger diameter (640mm) at the equator. But no quoted diameters for the 

Selimiye dome are as big as this. 

 

  

diameter of the slice through the sphere 3m below 

320mm wide. If this conjecture is true, then the dome of Selimi

than that of the dome of Hagia Sophia. With a diameter 640mm greater, 

e will be longer at its equator: 640 x π = 2010mm, which is 2m (4 cubits) as stated by 

We can check this by calculating the diameter of the sphere using the 3m dimension beyond 

taking the square root of the sum of the square of both the 3m and 

15.625m sides of the triangle. This results in a radius of 15.91m which gives a circumference of 

99.97m, so close to 100.17m as to be insignificant. QED.   

 

Selimiye dome could be larger than Hagia Sophia according to Sinan

drawings of Selimiye and I have studied section drawings of 

the latter is indeed a hemispherical dome. If Sinan’s assertion that the 

dome is larger in diameter (c.640mm at the equator deduced from the circumference 

then it is not a hemispherical dome, but must be part of sphere cut 

closely approximating a 3/5th sphere.  

reasons to support this logic: 

First, designing and building a large dome that is based upon a spherical geometry is somewhat 

an oval dome - one that is based on an elliptical section. (Although 

mosque domes normally took on the shape of a hemisphere, the Mughals in India popularized 

. I mention this as it is conceivable that Sinan chose an oval form, 

but I doubt it. Such a form would give the height increase without changing the diameter, but we 

would still be at al loss as to how he predicted a 2m increase in circumference, unless this dome 

form was based on the larger diameter (640mm) at the equator. But no quoted diameters for the 
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Second, by bringing the dome to its supporting structure below its equator the two key forces 

within the dome (vertical and horizontal, and which act at right angles to each other) change to the 

engineer’s advantage.  Although the overall weight of the dome increases, the vertical force - the 

hoop thrust forces at the point of support - are reduced (they are greatest at the equator).  It may 

also be worth investigating if Sinan, while maturing his mosque designs towards a holistic aesthetic, 

also found ways to lighten the weight of the dome. 

 

His 3/5th spherical dome could have been constructed even bigger if he had wished, but I believe he 

was simply making a point, and one subservient to his achieving the apogee of his career with an 

exceptionally beautiful piece of integrated spatial engineering, architecture and art.  

 
[A masonry dome produces thrusts down and outward and these two forces act at right angles to one another.  Meridional forces 

(following the lines of longitude on a globe) are compressive only, and increase towards the base. Hoop forces (following the lines of 

latitude on a globe) are in compression at the top of the dome and in tension at its base, with the transition from compression to tension 

in a hemispherical dome occurring at an angle of 51.8 degrees from the top). The thrusts generated by a dome are directly proportional to 

the weight of its materials. In dome terminology a dome that is less high than its radius is flatter and known as a ‘debased dome’ (the first 

Hagia Sophia built in 537 had such a dome and it collapsed 7th May 558 during an earthquake), and one that is higher than its radius is a 

‘high profile dome’. One that is equal to its radius is a ‘hemispherical dome.’] 

 

                          

IR iPhone digital sketches of the interiors of Mihrimah Mosque and Sehzade Mosque 
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WATER - Under, Over and Through 

The Büyükçekmece Bridge  

 
Sinan registered the bridges he built in his autobiography, with the Büyükçekmece Bridge referenced as 
“the bridge built in Büyükçekmece”, which means “Great Coming and Going” of waters. 
 

1. The Büyükçekmece [Bridge] is a single bridge. [It is carried] on piers.  
2. And the Silivri Bridges 
3. The [Coban] Mustafa Pasha Bridge over the Meric 
4. And in Marmara, the [Sokullu] Mehmed Pasha Bridge [in Babaeski-Tekirdağ] 
5. And three bridges in Halkalı Pinar  
6. And over the Harami Dere the Kapıağası [White Eunuch] Bridge  
7. And on the Gebze Road, the bridges of Sultan Süleyman. 
 

The Büyükçekmece Bridge opened for use in 1567. The earlier Roman-Byzantine bridge had been destroyed 

by floods on September 20th 1563 after a 24-hour deluge and heavy autumn rains (chronicled by Ogier 

Ghiselin de Busbecq, Flemish ambassador for Ferdinand I of Habsburg to the Ottoman court of Sultan 

Süleyman I.)  The bridge’s arches collapsed under rising water pressure caused by uprooted trees and 

bushes, timber from demolished buildings and the drowned bodies of cattle, sheep, goats, horses and 

humans washed down from swollen streams and landslides. At the time, Süleyman I was at his hunting 

lodge at Halkaderé, a little further inland from Büyükçekmece where the shallow, marshy and almost 

landlocked cove was a spectacular area for migrating birds. Apparently he was lucky to survive the deluge.  

 

Financed by the Sultan and his son Selim II, who inherited the throne upon his father’s death, Sinan 

conceived the new Büyükçekmece Bridge with the knowledge of how the detritus had destroyed the earlier 

bridge. His concept expressed his aesthetic genius and his profound knowledge of hydrodynamics.  

After an examination of area Sinan chose a site further towards the sea where the ground was firmer and 

the water shallower. Then, instead of a regular set of arches, he envisaged a series of four hump-backed 

bridges linked by three flat low points some twenty to thirty metres long and not much above normal high 

water level. This allows any rising flood waters to pass over these parts of the bridge, creating a negative 

pressure at the arches blocked on the upriver side with detritus.  Thus the detritus is sucked out from the 

arches, the water level subsides and the pressure on the shaped stone piers is reduced.  People using the 

bridge could wait at the high points until the low areas were clear of water.  

The three low points are built on three irregularly shaped, grassed artificial islands. The islands’ foundations 

are constructed of waterproof timber coffers, with stones set at their base, and lead poured into the joints 

between them.  The same is true of each pier supporting the arches: 

“A cofferdam (sanduka) like a galleon was constructed for each of the piers (ayak), 

and...drew out the sea water with pumps and large skin sacks and emptied them. And piles 

made from fine, strong columns the length of two or three men were driven into the 

foundations with a pile driver, large stones were clamped over them with strong iron 

clamps (kened), lead was poured between them and they were joined as a single piece.” 

(SA) 

Sinan’s idea was to establish immoveable massive bases. On these bases, the islands were filled with stones 

inside the timber coffers.  The edges appear as solid stone embankments.  Sinan understood soil 

mechanics, which he would have learned when building temporary and permanent structures while in the 

army, and would have calculated for a period of soil stabilisation before loading the foundations of these 
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islands.  This may have taken up to two years.  He took the same precautions with other buildings - notably 

the Süleymaniye Mosque – one of the reasons his buildings and aqueducts have survived in a geographic 

area plagued with frequent earthquakes. 

The bridge runs east to west. Travelling from Istanbul the first bridge (158m long) has seven pointed arches 

rising 7m before falling to the first island, the second (135.5 m)is also of seven arches, the third (102m) has 

five arches and the fourth (184.7m) has nine arches and rises just over 12m above mean water level. 

Overall the bridge is nearly 670m long and travellers arriving from the west at sunset would be met by the 

illusion of the seven metre wide roadway appearing as four red-gold plates. 

Equally, the sight of thousands of plumed Janissary soldiers appearing and disappearing as they crossed the 

bridge would have looked magnificent when in May 1565 the Sultan and Grand Vizier set out on the road to 

Hungary – Sultan Süleyman’s 13th and final campaign. The Büyükçekmece Bridge was still unfinished and its 

road surface was not yet completed. Sawdust was spread to facilitate a more comfortable passage in a 

carriage by the infirm Sultan, who was no longer fit enough to ride a horse. 

Sinan built a caravanserai and public fountain at one end of the bridge. A masjid (place of worship) was 

added by the Grand Vizier Sokollu after Süleyman I died during the campaign in Hungary in 1566. It was 

fully completed in 1568, two years after Süleyman’s death.  

On its completion, Sinan signed his work at the west end of the bridge - the only structure or building that 

is known to have his personal signature: ‘Joseph Son of the Slave of God’. This is not his official Islamic 

Janissary name, but perhaps being now free of Süleyman, he felt confident enough to sign Yusuf Abdullah 

and not Sinan abdür-Mennan. The bridge completed the strategic Istanbul-Edirne highway and presented 

an impressive entrance to the Ottoman capital. 

       

IR’s iPhone digital explanatory sketch of flood water relief through and over Büyükçekmece Bridge  

Istanbul’s Aqueducts - water to Istanbul 

In Islam water is considered sacred – running water is a necessary part of religious purification – and the 

mention of rain, fountains and rivers pervades the Qu’ran.  Access to water was considered a basic human 

right and its denial to anyone was forbidden if survival were at stake.  The Romans and Byzantines had 

established a significant water infrastructure to serve Istanbul, but much of it had been destroyed by the 

Crusaders in 1204 when they sacked Constantinople.  

 

With the expansion of the city, Sinan was tasked by Sultan Süleyman I in c.1558 to solve the recurrent 

problem of Istanbul’s inadequate water supply, which had first been addressed by Sultan Mehmed II after 

the Ottoman conquest of Istanbul in 1453. The works were completed in seven years, despite an 

earthquake in 1564 bringing down one of the largest two and three-tiered arches of one aqueduct . Sinan, 

as Architect of the Empire (mimar- başi) and Superintendant of Works, would have had a Master of the 

Waterways -an important and senior official -heading a team of assistants.  
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The main source of water for Istanbul was from 

north of the city on the Black Sea. The forest was 

1521 - the first year of his reign - at which Sinan had been

two historic techniques for conveying 

by pipe work (Roman or earlier Islamic origin) and aqueducts (Roman and Byzantine) supplying 

and underground cisterns, over which it was not uncommon to  find that

churches, and the Ottomans had done the same with mosques

Sinan appears to have focused upon the aqueduct system

also the extant water towers constructed 

conveyed by gravity to the city over 

chambers located at various points in the city and thence to the growing number of buildings and fountains 

within Istanbul.   

In his autobiography Sinan describes how, 

he surveyed the ruins, using an astrolabe

depths of the valleys” to repair and 

accord with the science of engineering (

Sinan rehabilitated the ancient waterworks 

“reservoirs and marble conduits built by the infidels” 

water sources in the surrounding countryside, increasing the city’s water sup

of outstanding beauty and design.  The precise measuremen

construction of the water supply lines, aqueducts and accumulation pools were as reliable 

today , and parts of the system located outside Istanbul's city walls have been functioning for over 400 

years. 

Sinan built four new aqueducts in the Kırkçeşme supply system, completed in 1563: Uzun Kemer, Eğri 

(Kovuk) Kemer, Güzelce (Gözlüce) Kemer and Mağlova Kemer. Even in the driest months of the year the 

Kırkçeşme system, with a discharge of 4,200 m3 per day, was able to supply 158 different locations (94 

public drinking fountains, 19 wells, 15 watering troughs, 13 public baths and 7 palaces among others.) The 

Halkalı water distribution system supplying water to th

long Süleymaniye waterduct, which conducted water to the Süleymaniye neighbourhood.

Mağlova Kemer 

 

Aside from the homes of the wealthy, t

water supply were often part of külliye

- composed of a religious school, hospital or clinic, hammam

  

The main source of water for Istanbul was from springs rising in the Belgrade Forest

. The forest was named after the successful campaign of Süleyman 

at which Sinan had been in action as an engineering cadet

for conveying water to Istanbul: the ‘su terazi’ which are water towers connected 

(Roman or earlier Islamic origin) and aqueducts (Roman and Byzantine) supplying 

underground cisterns, over which it was not uncommon to  find that the Byzantines had constructed 

, and the Ottomans had done the same with mosques.    

Sinan appears to have focused upon the aqueduct system, studying in detail the Roman constructions

constructed in order to maintain water pressure. Istanbul's water was 

to the city over valleys along aqueducts, and underground through distribution 

chambers located at various points in the city and thence to the growing number of buildings and fountains 

In his autobiography Sinan describes how, during the preliminary studies and in the company of the Sultan, 

he surveyed the ruins, using an astrolabe-like instrument, an “aerial balance,” to measure “

and design aqueducts and bridges, and how he constructed a dam “in 

accord with the science of engineering (hendese, i.e., geometry).”  

Sinan rehabilitated the ancient waterworks – aqueducts, hidden waterways, cisterns 

uits built by the infidels” (Roman and Byzantine) and also discovered additional 

water sources in the surrounding countryside, increasing the city’s water supply by building new aqueducts 

The precise measurements and calculations Sinan 

construction of the water supply lines, aqueducts and accumulation pools were as reliable 

of the system located outside Istanbul's city walls have been functioning for over 400 

in the Kırkçeşme supply system, completed in 1563: Uzun Kemer, Eğri 

(Kovuk) Kemer, Güzelce (Gözlüce) Kemer and Mağlova Kemer. Even in the driest months of the year the 

system, with a discharge of 4,200 m3 per day, was able to supply 158 different locations (94 

public drinking fountains, 19 wells, 15 watering troughs, 13 public baths and 7 palaces among others.) The 

Halkalı water distribution system supplying water to the city was also built by Sinan and included the 50 km 

which conducted water to the Süleymaniye neighbourhood.

 

Aside from the homes of the wealthy, the public fountains and hammams to which Sinan

külliyes.  These consisted of mosques and an ancillary complex of buildings

composed of a religious school, hospital or clinic, hammam (public bath), bakery and other buildings used 
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for charitable purposes.  They were maintained by endowments – vakif – which were enshrined in Islamic 

law and supplied a great range of public facilities in perpetuity. Also bridges and fountains were often built 

as an act of piety, and maintained by endowments. An enormous amount of the Ottoman Empire’s wealth 

found its way into charitable foundations. Elite sponsors enjoyed the prestige they acquired from 

supporting the arts and sciences - it was important for their status in society. The more renowned a court 

became for its power, wealth and refinement, the more artists and intellectuals it attracted and patronage 

was one of the key factors in setting standards for excellence – an artistic and architectural arms race 

toward beauty, as it were.  

Under Sinan the distinctive silhouette of large domed mosque and slender minarets became the dominant 

urban element, and the urban structures associated with külliyes and the vakif system spread throughout 

the Empire as the Ottomans took their artistic taste to newly conquered lands along with their 

administrative and political systems.  

The achievement of Sinan’s külliye complexes in Istanbul lies in the grouping and arrangement of the 

various buildings and their disposition in turn throughout the city. Because Istanbul is a hilly region, rather 

than level large areas to create flat surfaces, he engineered the külliyes to the topography, while creating 

terraces and extensive foundations. 

However, underpinning the entire physical and religious urban strategy was water and drainage, without 

which neither the expansion nor the functionality of these urban structures would have been possible. 

In the Süleymaniye Mosque Sinan used water from the adjacent külliye’s hamman to heat the mosque’s 

interior by digging water channels under its floor, through which the flow of warm water from the hamman 

was channelled. This heated the air flowing over the water, which was directed through outlets in the 

mosque’s floor. In the summer, cold water directed through the channels served the reverse purpose.  

AIR: Sound Inside and Sound Outside 

Inside 

Although the mosques and buildings of Sinan were famous during their time and long after for their superb 

acoustic and ventilation systems, little is now known about exactly how these systems worked other than 

that they were advanced for their time. Although some research has been carried out and a surprisingly 

high level of development and applied technology was found, much technical data has yet to be gathered 

and analysed. The air circulation in mosques and the soot cell of the Süleymaniye Mosque are typical 

examples: researchers have found clay pipes going into walls or opening into the mihrab in both the 

Süleymaniye and Selimiye mosques, as well as different types of plaster, but it is not clear what their 

functions were.  

 

Countries of the Middle East have large temperature differences between night and day and summer and 

winter, and traditional architecture makes use of wind towers and thermal insulation to reduce the heat of 

summer and mitigate the cold of winter. Wind towers specifically – tall structures with openings in all 

directions and slanted baffles within, so that any breeze is forced down and then up before being able to 

leave – were an effective method of generating air movement within buildings.  

It is possible that Sinan was familiar with these, and from them derived the idea of using aerodynamics to 

drive soot laden air coming from the myriad oil lamps and candles lighting the interior of the Süleymaniye 

mosque through slits in the walls into a soot room above the main gate of the mosque. There, the soot 

which would otherwise have blackened the interior walls and decorations of the mosque was caught in 
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hanging gauze fabric, collected, and used to make particularly fine ink (lamp-black). The same technique 

was used in the Sultan Ahmed Mosque in Istanbul, built between 1609 and 1616 by the Royal Architect 

Sedefkâr Mehmet Ağa– a former pupil and assistant of Sinan’s. 

The systems with which he kept the mosques’ interiors cool in the summer and warm in the winter have 

fallen into disrepair or simply been forgotten. A similar, though lesser degree of unknowing exists with 

regard to the famous acoustics of Sinan’s mosques although they have been studied in considerable detail.  

During the restoration of the Süleymaniye mosque in 2012, the engineering characteristics that ensured an 

equal distribution of sound within the mosque were altered. Previous to the restoration project, the single 

voice of an imam was apparently able to reach all corners of the mosque in spite of the acoustic challenges 

presented by domed structures. Since then, loudspeakers have become necessary and although the new 

problem has to some extent been mitigated no one is sure of the exact reason the acoustics have changed, 

but it is most likely that the performance of cavity resonators built into the dome have been impaired.  

Domed structures present specific challenges to the architect and engineer, and especially when it comes 

to the human voice. This is because within the concave structure of domes, incident sound energy reflects 

back and forth several times before leaving the space. This particular kind of reverberation causes echoes, 

especially in large domes, making speech unintelligible and music indistinguishable.  The sound absorption 

characteristics of finishing material of boundaries and all components within the room affect reverberation, 

and it is the engineer’s job to adjust these to create an optimum reverberation for the use to which a space 

will be put. 

 

Wherever large domed structures and theatres have been built in the past, engineers have sought to 

reduce the reverberation time or increase sound volume within these structures and as far back as 

Vitruvius, bronze or terra-cotta cavity resonators (more recently known as Helmholz resonators) have been 

used for this purpose. These are small containers with narrow necks leading to the interior cavity, which are 

placed with the openings facing the interior of the dome. Depending upon the size of the neck, the sound 

can be mostly absorbed or the container can be made to perform like a sound system at frequencies above 

the frequency at which the original sound is resonating, distributing the sound energy more homogenously. 

 

Cavity resonators, placed in a dome, prevent the reflection of sound energy and re-radiate it throughout 

the room. By re-radiating the incident energy in all directions, the room becomes a diffused sound field and 

the danger of echoes due to delayed reflections from dome is eliminated. Besides achieving a diffused field, 

a ‘divine’ effect in the atmosphere of worship is created when soft sound comes from the dome shortly 

after the direct sound. It is believed that this application of cavity resonators became a tradition in 

Ottoman architecture after being re-introduced by Sinan. 

 

In the Süleymaniye and Selimiye mosques, cavity resonators had been placed at intervals in bands around 

the entire interior of the domes. These were uncovered during the restoration work, at which time it was 

also discovered that most of these had been plugged or covered over, changing the famous acoustics for 

the worse.  
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Süleymaniye Mosque cavity resonator    section through cavity resonator 

 
IR iPhone digital sketch of Süleymaniye Mosque 

 

The issue of volume within large spaces was also addressed by Sinan. When researchers analysed the plan 

graphics of the Sinan’s three larger mosques (Sehzade 50,000m
3
, Süleymaniye 88,000 m

3
 and Selimiye 

75,000 m
3
) and it was found that he was aware of the problems of intelligibility and volume, and modified 

his plans while searching for a solution. He combined architectural and acoustic design – such as changing 

the position of the muezzin’s mahfil closer to a pillar and the mihrab, and adding balconies. 

 

For the Selimiye Mosque in Edirne - incorporating the largest dome he designed - in order to achieve a 

reasonable solution to the acoustic problem he designed a total space for the interior of the mosque, not 

divided into spaces.  This was a stroke of genius.  
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“The interior volume of the Selimiye Mosque is approximately 75,000 m3 and, naturally, it is 

evident that the problem of the power of the sound source will arise. To overcome this 

problem, Sinan placed the muezzin's mahfil exactly in the centre of the total space .The 

dome and also cavity resonators are directly above the sound source. The resonator system 

that will diffuse the sound energy into the room, being close and having no effect of 

reflected sound, will take the sound energy directly from the source and diffuse it 

throughout the entire room. Here intelligence shows its creativity, and for the first time in 

the history of civilization, we encounter an acoustic space. The sound energy coming from 

above defines a space - an acoustic space. It must be remembered that for Sinan’s design 

there is no application without a reason. 

For many years, historians have sought the answer to the question “after creating a total 

space, why did he put the muezzin's mahfil right in the centre”. Now we can easily say; “The 

answer is to create an acoustic space”.  

Prof. Dr. Mutbul Kayili “Acoustic Solutions in Classic Ottoman Architecture”. 

 

Outside 

The domes and minarets that give the urban silhouette of Istanbul its particular composition are an 

expression of the social hierarchy – from Sultans to their children and their spouses, and from the Grand 

Viziers to other Viziers. When wealthy patrons commissioned mosques the number and, possibly, the 

height of associated minarets permitted depended on their social position. 

The minaret’s origins are ancient - the standing stone, sun monuments, and inscribed territorial boundary 

pillars (perhaps this is why high rise towers in the 20th and 21st centuries in the city are so contentious.)   

But the most direct influence is the Indo-Aryan mìl-hà used as symbols of ancestral pride and duty. These 

columns of wood are known to have served also as space markers or indicators of orientation. The word 

minaret comes from the term ‘manàrah’ or ‘manàr’, whose philosophical meanings include ‘place where 

fire burns’ and ‘light shines’ (cf Zoroastrian fire towers). The incorporation of the minaret into the Islamic 

tradition is thus both a continuation and conceptual extension of an ancient symbol. 

Archetypically, the minaret reflects man’s ontological axis – the vertical – and that of man’s form as the 

only creature that stands upright. In the Islamic urban composition, minarets can be read as the vertical 

strokes in Arabic script (transcendent essence of things) while the horizontal spread of the city is an 

expression of man’s material creations. The spacing, placement and quantity of minarets incorporated in 

any single architectural design results from symmetry, balance, theory of numbers and spatial definition. 

Sinan knew this and I suspect exploited it in his overall vision for Istanbul.  

Could it be that the spacing of the minarets (attached to their associated mosques since c.1500) is also 

governed by the physics of aural communication? Sinan we know was well versed in acoustics. The sound 

level of man’s voice is capable of travelling between 150 and 200 metres. If the trained voice of the 

müezzin must reach the people and also overcome the local noise in the street and marketplace, is it 

possible that this sort of distance gives the placement of mosques / külliyes (+ minarets) and hence sound 

was structuring the expanding city? Obviously topography will have played a significant role because the 

position and height of a minaret in relation to the natural topography and urban structure will affect the 

distance sound travels. Maybe this conjecture is worth analysing. 
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As the call to prayer resounds from minarets five times a day, it is a marker of time in a culture in which 

there were no town clocks.  It also acts as a territorial marker demarcating a smaller, local community of 

Muslims through its shared auditory space and relates them to the Islamic community at large, everywhere, 

at that particular moment.  

 

IR iPhone digital sketch of Topkapi from the sea 

 

LIGHT Outside to Inside 

'Mihrimah Sultan Camii' at Edirnekapi  

'Mihrimah Sultan Camii' lies in Edirnekapi, at the western wall of the old city and was built for Mihrimah Sultan, 

the daughter of Süleyman the Magnificent (1520-1566). Commissioned by her father, it was designed by Sinan 

and completed 1562-1565. It is the second of the two mosque complexes in Istanbul that bear her name, built at 

the two entrances of Istanbul; the other lies due west across the Bosporus near the Üsküdar pier. It is said that in 

tribute to her name, ‘Mihr ü Mah’ - the sun and moon, both mosques were designed on precise calculations of 

sunrise and sunset. At the spring Equinox, while the sun sets behind the single minaret of the mosque in 

Edirnekapı, the moon is supposed to appear simultaneously between the two minarets of the mosque in 

Üsküdar. 

Sinan was nearly 75 years old when he designed the 'Mihrimah Sultan Camii' and within the interior he achieved 

a magical effect of light unlike that of any of his other mosques (apart perhaps from the Selimiye) with the 

culmination of his attempts to dissolve the barriers between architecture and light. 

                                                    

                                                   IR iPhone digital sketch of Mihrimah Mosque 
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From experience gained during his parallel work on arches for aqueducts, notably the Maglova Aqueduct, he was 

better able to predict performance and thus propose a 'filigree' infill to each of the four arches that are 

supported on four columns to create the square plan space below the 20m diameter dome. This arch 

construction enabled more lateral space, increasing the area available for windows. Within each of these arched 

spaces fifteen large windows and four circular ones flood the interior of the mosque with light. These walls 

appear like stone and glass wafers - almost immaterial. 

In Islam, light itself is an expression of the divine, since it is contained in all matter. “God is the Light of the 

heavens and the earth" (Qur'an, Surah Noor/35) and the use of light within the sacred space of mosques 

has always referred to a sacred and spiritual force. As the sun’s rays enter through the windowed walls of 

the Mihrimah Camii, they are filtered though the stone screens that lie between the outside world and the 

interior space, and play games of light and shadow that gradually lead the eye into the spiritual realm, 

bathed in light and transparency. Within this building, Sinan transforms his mastery of mathematics, 

physics and geometry - on which he so prides himself - into a transcendent structure.  Sinan was deeply 

aware of the spiritual sensibility that his work might offer - that his architecture and the light infused spaces 

it enclosed could show the way to something deeper and more transcendent than architecture itself.    

Some of the windows contain stained glass, sparkling like gemstones. In a description of stained glass in his 

autobiography Sinan writes, “when they are illuminated with the sun’s radiance they are like an 

embellished rose garden of the springtime, and the rays of the azure vault reveal their cameleon-like 

iridescent designs.“  It is only one of the many examples when Sinan extols the beauty of his creations, in 

recognition that such beauty – created by his skill and by the grace of God- simultaneously originates from 

and reveals the Divine.   

Stained glass – as the substitute for gems – also had its place in the stained glass windows of medieval churches 

as also within Christianity the contemplation of beauty was considered an aid to transcendence. As Abbé Suger 

wrote, in Liber de De rebus in administratione sua gestis 23: “the multicoloured loveliness of the gems has called 

me away…transporting me from material to immaterial things”… 26: “the dull mind rises to truth through that 

which is material and in seeing this light is resurrected from its former submersion...” 

In fact, the style of the Mihrimah Mosque was as close to the Gothic style as Ottoman architectural structure 

permitted and Abbé Suger (c. 1081–13 January 1151) was instrumental in re-building the Royal Abbey of Saint-

Denis to become the first true Gothic building in Europe.  

Conclusion: 

As the Christian Renaissance in Italy was engaged with new investigations and reflections in philosophy, art 

and science and consequently transforming Europe, similarly Süleyman I (The Magnificent) and Sinan were 

a powerful tandem, exploring and expressing the same subjects within an Islamic perspective.  

 

Sinan was perhaps quite innocently dissolving the boundaries between engineering and art (architecture) 

because of his background, training, talent and the exceptional opportunities his patron gave him. From 

pragmatism, efficiency, economy - and probably fear and the feeling of transience (warfare) – he had come 

into a world of dreams, romance and wealth, of security and stability.  

 

And he was brilliant – a man of enormous intelligence and imagination, with a restless curiosity and driving 

ambition. He became an extraordinary individual who was able to embrace philosophy and poetry, logic 

and poiësis, science and art, maths and proportion (possibly from Sufi principles and traditions) which he 
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interpreted through mass and void, gravitas and levitas, shadow and light, hard and soft visual surfaces, 

static and dynamic analysis during the fifty years he held the position of Architect of the Empire. 

 

 If there is a word to capture Sinan's engineering, his architecture, his creative gift it is 'flow' – his life was 

like that of a river which, beginning as a stream, gathers tributaries and grows great, ending by shaping the 

land over which it flows.  

 

And at the end, Sinan’s mastery of materials, men and learning was completed by the mastery of his own 

story when, at the close of his life, he dictated his autobiography to a friend:  “wishing that his name and 

reputation endure...” and “in order that the magnificent buildings that were finished and completed under 

our supervision would remain as an exemplar and souvenir on the pages of time.” 

© 2016 Ian Ritchie 
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